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Abstract
In this paper, we are describing our developed systems for the
2018 SLaTE CALL Shared Task on grammatical and linguis-
tic assessment of English spoken by German-speaking Swiss
teenagers. The English spoken response is converted to text
using baseline English DNN-HMM ASR trained on the shared
task training data and another two commercial ASRs (Google
and Microsoft Bing). The produced transcription is assessed in
terms of language and meaning errors. In this work, we focused
on the text-processing component. Grammatical errors are de-
tected using English grammar checker, part of speech analy-
sis and extracting incorrect bi-grams from grammatically incor-
rect responses. Errors related to the meaning are detected us-
ing novel approaches which measure the similarity between the
given response and stored set of reference responses.

The outputs of several systems have been fused together
into one overall system, where the fusion weights and param-
eters are tuned using genetic algorithm. The best result on the
2018 shared task test dataset is D-score of 14.41, which was
achieved by the fused system and the optimized set of incorrect
bi-grams.
Index Terms: speech recognition, human-computer interac-
tion, optimization, linguistic assessment.

1. Introduction
Over time, the introduction of Computer-Assisted Language
Learning (CALL) models is a pioneer factor in development of
speech and language technology especially after integrating Au-
tomatic Speech Recognition (ASR) as one of the components.
CALL system can better help improve language skill of the L2
learners. To date, most of the common speech-based CALL
systems focus on the pronunciation quality of the L2 language.
A good and well-documented example of these systems is the
EduSpeak system [1] which plays the student a recorded sen-
tence, asks them to imitate it, and then rates them on the ac-
curacy of their imitation, giving advice if appropriate on how
to improve pronunciation or prosody. There is no doubt that
this is useful, but does not give the student a real opportunity to
practice spoken language skills.

Rayner et. al. in [2] took this a further step by building a
speech-based CALL system by which students can interact and
response to the systems prompts. This system prompts the stu-
dent in his/her L1 language indicating in an indirect way what
he/she is supposed to say in the L2 language. Then, the system
automatically assesses the spoken response, based the grammar
and linguistic, and provides a feedback.

Five of the participants in the 2017 CALL shared task
[3, 4, 5, 6, 7] presented their systems in the Slate 2017 work-
shop 1 which was held directly after the Interspeech 2107.They
introduced different ideas for improving to the baseline system
at both the ASR and the text processing stages.

1http://www.slate2017.org/

Mengjie Qian et al. [3] improved the ASR WER to 9.27
compared with 14 for the baseline ASR. In addition to the de-
velopment data provided by the shared task, they used AMI [8]
and German PF-STAR [9] datasets to train a hybrid DNN-HMM
ASR system. In addition, they enhanced the grammar in the text
processing phase by including additional responses that were
extracted from the transcriptions of the shared task.

Axtmann et .al. [4] developed their system for the spoken
call shared task based on a pipeline of predefined rules. They
followed different rules [10] that cover German mispronuncia-
tions in English. The best result reported was D score of 4.79.

Magooda and Litman [5] enhanced the baseline-system by
extracting syntactic and semantic features from the transcripts
to measure the inconsistency on the language level and on the
meaning, respectively. They extracted 10 features to detect if
the response is linguistically correct or not. They used NLTK
English spell checker [11] to detect the spelling mistakes. Stan-
ford part of speech tagger [12] was used to measure how real the
response is. Two classification techniques were used to evaluate
the effectiveness of the extracted features: K-nearest neighbor
(KNN) [13] and Support Vector Machines (SVM) [14]. Their
system achieved the third rank in the 2017 CALL shared task
competition and the best D-score was 3.047.

The performance of pre-existing automated content scoring
system was investigated in [6]. This system extracted various
features from word n-gram and used them to accept or reject
the responses. Support vector regression was used to train sev-
eral models to evaluate different sets of proposed features. The
experiments showed that the features based on the similarity
between the user response and the possible responses are more
effective for this task. The system achieved a D score of 4.353
using 2017 shared task test data.

A deep learning based approach was proposed by [7]
to evaluate the grammar and semantic errors of the user re-
sponse. Different types of features were extracted from the re-
sponse: language models features, features were extracted us-
ing sentence-embedding approach [15], two features to measure
the similarity between the the user response and all possible re-
sponses were extracted using word-embedding approach [16]
and other different grammar features. Deep Neural Network
(DNN) was used to evaluate the features. The experiments
showed that the D score increased to 4.37 when the proposed
method was evaluated on the test set.

In this paper, we describe our systems and results for the
2018 CALL shared task. The general structure of the baseline
system consists of English ASR followed by a text processing
component which assesses the user response and decide if it is
correct or incorrect in terms of grammar and linguistic mean-
ing. In all of our presented systems, we used the baseline ASR
system provided by the shared task organizers which achieved
the highest WER (9.27) in the 2017 CALL shared task devel-
oped and submitted by the University of Birmingham team [3].
In the text processing unit, various approaches were used for
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estimating similarity between the user response and the stored
correct responses.

2. The 2018 CALL shared task
2.1. Shared task overview

CALL shared task 2018 is the second edition of the original
CALL shared task which was organized last year 2. The re-
sults of the first edition of the task were presented at the SLaTE
workshop in August 2017, with the highest D score of 4.766 [3].
The training data of the second edition was released in October
2017 and test data in March 2018. In addition, the annotation
of each utterance contains a prompt, a transcription by human
experts, a meaning evaluation (correct/incorrect), and an overall
evaluation (correct/incorrect) done by human experts. The ba-
sic assessment method performs speech recognition on spoken
response and then accepts it if the recognized text matches at
least one of the reference responses corresponding to the given
prompt [17]. The system accepts responses which are grammat-
ically and linguistically correct and rejects those incorrect either
in grammar or meaning according to the judgments of a panel
of human experts [18].

CALL shared task 2018 is similar to the original one, in
which it consists of two versions; the first one focuses on the
effect of speech recognizer and the other focuses on the effect
of text processing at the overall system performance. Conse-
quently, the input of the speech-processing version consists of
an identifier, a German text prompt, and a speech file containing
an English language response. For the text-processing version,
there is an extra text string representing the text obtained from
a baseline ASR system [3] on the speech file. In addition, it
provides the reference texts corresponding to each prompt.

2.2. Data description

The data provided for the first and second edition of this CALL
shared task were collected from different German speaking
schools in 2014 and 2015. The speakers are German-speaking
Swiss students ranging in age from 12 to 15 years. Each partic-
ipant was asked to response verbally in English to a given Ger-
man text prompt. Three native English language experts judged
each response as accepted or rejected in terms of both language
grammar and meaning. For each prompt, a number of possible
accepted responses were added by the experts and used as a cor-
rect reference responses. The data was divided into training and
testing. The training set contains 6698 utterances in the second
edition and the testing set contains 1000 utterances. The gen-
der, age, English proficiency and motivation of the participants
made balanced in the training and testing subsets. The record-
ing environment is not perfect due to the background noises in
schools.

2.3. Evaluation metric

The annotators labeled each data item according to its linguistic
correctness and its meaning. The correctness of the vocabulary
and grammar were used for the linguistic assessment. On the
other hand, the meaning was judged according to the context
of the given prompt. Consequently, the response is rejected if
either the linguistic or the meaning is incorrect, and accepted
when both are correct. However, it makes more ’sense’ for the
system to accept meaningful responses with language mistakes,
than to accept linguistically correct with meaningless responses.

2http://regulus.unige.ch/spokencallsharedtask

Thus, for each prompt, the system’s output (correct or incorrect)
falls into one of the following four categories compared with the
language and meaning gold standards provided by the annota-
tors:

1. Correct Reject (CR): It represents the number of utter-
ances where the system rejects students response which
is incorrect in term of meaning or language.

2. Correct Accept (CA): It represents the number of utter-
ances where the system accepts students response which
is correct in meaning and it has no linguistic error.

3. False Reject (FR): It represents the number of utter-
ances where the system rejects students response which
is correct in meaning and it has no linguistic error.

4. False Accept (FA) is defined by FA = PFA + k :
GFA, where PFA Plain False Accept represent the
number of utterances where the students response is cor-
rect in meaning but has a linguistic error, and the system
accept it, and GFA represent the number of incorrect
responses in terms of meaning or linguistic where the
system accept it. The parameter k represents a weight-
ing factor that makes gross false accepts relatively more
important which is set to 3.

According to the above four categories, the performance
of the overall system is calculated by the Differential (D) score
[18] which is mathematically defined by the following equation:

D =
CR/(CR+ FA)

FR/(FR+ CA)
(1)

3. Proposed system
Our proposed system is a rule-based model which mainly de-
pends on the similarity between the user response and the set
of reference responses, where the similarity is calculated in two
ways using the Cosine similarity between plain texts and using
the Jaccard similarity based on Part Of Speech (POS) tagging.
In addition, the proposed system employed two new approaches
to enhance the overall performance.

3.1. Pre-processing

Before computing similarity, the output of ASR is first cleaned
for further processing. In this stage, abbreviations in the tran-
script text are expanded (e.g ’I’d’ to ’I would) and some dupli-
cated words are removed.

3.2. Cosine similarity

Cosine Similarity (CS) measure is used to compute the similar-
ity between the user response and each reference response in
the grammar file. Formally, given a user response UR and its
possible references PR = [PR1,PR2, . . . ,PRN ] where N
is the number of all possible responses for the corresponding
prompt. Cosine similarity is calculated as:

CS(UR,PRi) =

∑m
n=1 URwi.PRwi√∑m

n=1 URw2
i .
√∑m

n=1 PRw2
i

(2)

Where, UR=[URw1, . . . ,URwm] represents
the m-dimensional vector for the user response UR and
PRi=[PRw1, . . . ,PRwm] represents the vector for the ith
possible response PR. Note that, all of these vectors are com-
puted using bag-of-words model of all distinct terms occurred in
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the set of all possible responses PR. Then each vector is mul-
tiplied by a weighting vector Tw = [Tw1,Tw2, . . . ,Twm],
where m is the number of distinct terms and Twi is the weight
of corresponding term Ti calculated as:

Twi = TFi ∗ ni

N
(3)

where TFi is the frequency of a term Ti in response ri
∈ {UR,PRi }, N is the number of all reference responses in PR
and ni is the number of possible responses containing term Ti.
Weighting vector in equation3 puts more weight on the term that
occurs more frequently in the corresponding possible responses.

3.3. Part-of-Speech (POS) level similarity

In this type of similarity, a sequence is created for each user
response by converting each possible response for that user re-
sponse into its corresponding POS (Part of Speech) level. For-
mally, let ri ∈ {UR,PRi } = [t1, t2, . . . , tm] represents all
the terms occurred in a certain response. Thus, the POS-level
list for ri can be represented by POSTAG = [p1, p2, . . . ,
pm], where the pi is the part of speech for the term ti in the re-
sponse ri. Also, let PR = [PR1,PR2, . . . ,PRN ] represents a
collection of all possible responses for a certain user response,
POSPRi is the POS-level list for possible response PRi and
POSUR is the POS-level list for user response. Therefore, the
similarity between POSUR and POSPRi is estimated by Jac-
card score (JS), as shown in the following equation:

JS(POSUR, POSPRi) =
POSUR

⋂
POSPRi

POSUR

⋃
POSPRi

(4)

However, Jaccard score does not take into consideration the
order of the elements in the two sets. So, the Edit Distance (ED)
metric is employed to measure the similarity between POSUR

and POSPRi sets. The edit distance is defined as the minimum
number of (add/delete/replace) operations required to transform
POSUR set into POSPRi set. The following formula is used
to compute and normalize the edit distance (NED) between two
sets:

NED =
POSUR

⋂
POSPRi

POSUR

⋂
POSPRi + ED

(5)

3.4. Basic rule-based judgment method

The shared task basic system was used as a baseline system
for all of our proposed systems. The proposed systems take a
final decision about the given response (correct or incorrect), by
passing audio transcription given by ASR through a sequence of
stages and rules as shown in the following:

Rule1: Extract the grammar errors using a Python checker
tool 3. Therefore, if a grammar errors is found, the system re-
jects the response at this stage.

Rule2: If the response has no grammatically errors, the sys-
tem converts each possible response in Grammar XML file (i.e.
reference responses) into its corresponding POSPRi set. Sim-
ilarly, it converts the user response into POSUR set. Then,
it computes the Jaccard coefficient and the normalized ED be-
tween POSPRi and POSUR sets. Therefore, If the maximum
value of the Jaccard measure is less than an experimentally pre-
defined threshold (JACTH ) and the maximum value of the nor-
malizedED is less than an experimentally threshold (NEDTH )
, the system rejects the response (i.e. the response is incorrect).

3https://pypi.python.org/pypi/grammar-check/1.3.1

Rule3: If the conditions in step 2 and step 3 above are not
satisfied, the system computes the cosine similarity between the
student response and each response in the reference responses.
The system takes the maximum value and compares it with an
experimentally threshold (COSTH ) to decide if the response is
correct or not. This threshold value is practically tuned on the
enrollment data.

3.5. Fusion of multiple systems

To handle some of the errors caused by ASR system, an ad-
ditional two well-known ASRs were used to process the user
response including; Google ASR and Microsoft Bing ASR.
Therefore, each user response is converted into text using these
ASRs in addition to the SLaTE2018 ASR to get three transcrip-
tions, TEXTGOOGLE ,TEXTBING and TEXTSLaTE2018.
Table 1 shows the transcriptions of three examples recognized
by the three mentioned ASRs. It is clear that GOOGLE and
BING ASRs are more accurate than the baseline ASR in the
first example. On the other hand, the baseline ASR performs
better in the second example.

Table 1: Examples for different recognized texts.

Recognized Text ASR

from italy True Transcription
i’m from italy SLaTE2018
from italy GOOGLE
from italy BING
I want to leave at Tuesday True Transcription
I want to leave at Tuesday SLaTE2018
I want to leave on Tuesday GOOGLE
I want to leave at two today BING

Algorithm 1 describes how these three recognized texts
are combined to make the final decision. The algorithm starts
by computing CS, JS, and NED scores for each ASR tran-
script for each reference response and selects the maximum
score. We adopt weighted linear sum of each ASR score, such
that Scorei = Wi1 ∗ ScoreiASR1 + Wi2 ∗ ScoreiASR2 +
Wi3 ∗ScoreiASR3. All wights (W1,W2,...,W9), and thresholds
(JACTH , NEDTH and COSTH ) were optimized using the
genetic algorithm. The function ”pythonGrammarCheck” re-
turns 1 if grammar checker tool detects an error in the response.
The configurations of the genetic algorithm is as follow: the
chromosomes are represented by a list of length 12, where the
first 9 positions 1th to 9th hold the weights W1 to W9, while
the remaining positions (10th,11th and 12th) were used to hold
JACTH , NEDTH and COSTH , respectively. The chromo-
some was initialized by 12 random numbers between 0 and 1
taking into account three constrains: (I) W1 +W2 +W3 = 1,
(II) W4 +W5 +W6 = 1 and (III) W7 +W8 +W9 = 1. For
mutation operator, we choose a randomly position in the chro-
mosome and set its value to new random number between 0 and
1. Two point crossover operator were used. The crossover prob-
ability and mutation probability were set to 0.7 and 0.3, respec-
tively. The D score of 6698 training samples was used to decide
how chromosome fitness will be evaluated during the iterations.
In each training example, algorithm 1 was used to accept/reject
the response. However D score was set to 0 when the system
rejects less than 25% of all incorrect responses. Algorithm 1
provide a different decision when the genes in a specified chro-
mosome fluctuate through iterations, because the wights W1 to
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W9 and all thresholds are inputs to this algorithm. Finally, a
tournament selection was used, and the algorithm was executed
for 1000 generation with population size equal 100.

Algorithm 1: Classification of the response based on the
weights and thresholds

1 Input RecognizedTranscripts=
[TEXTGOOGLE ,TEXTBING,TEXTSLaTE2018],
W1 to W9, JACTH , NEDTH ,COSTH ;

2 Initialize JacScoreList=[], NEDScoreList=[],
CosScoreList=[], pythonCheckList=[];

3 while Text= RecognizedTranscripts.getElement do
4 while Possible Response= getPossibleResponse do
5 CosineValues.add(CS(UR,PRi).;
6 Jaccards.add(JS(POSUR,POSPRi);
7 NormalizedEDs.add(NED(POSUR,POSPRi);
8 end
9 JacScoreList.add(MAX(Jaccards));

10 NEDScoreList.add(MAX(NormalizedEDs));
11 CosScoreList.add(MAX(CosineValues));
12 pythonCheckList.add(pythonGrammarCheck(Text))
13 end
14 CosScore = W1 * CosScoreList[0] + W2 *

CosScoreList[1] + W3 * CosScoreList[2] ;
15 JacScore=W4 * jacScoreList[0] + W5 * jacScoreList[1]

+ W6 * jacScoreList[2];
16 NEDScore = W7 * NEDScoreList[0] + W8 *

NEDScoreList[1] + W9 * NEDScoreList[2];
17 if sum(pythonCheckList) > 2 then
18 decision=reject;
19 else if JacScore< JACTH and NEDScore< NEDTH

then
20 decision=reject;
21 else if CosScore < COSTH then
22 decision=reject;
23 else
24 decision=accept;
25 end
26 Output decision

3.6. Extract a list of incorrect bi-grams

In this approach, a list of all incorrect bi-gram tokens are ex-
tracted from the user response that has one or more language
errors (Language=”incorrect and meaning = ”correct”). Simi-
larly, the bi-gram tokens of all of the corresponding reference
responses are extracted. Therefore, if there is a bi-gram in
the grammatically incorrect response which does not exists in
any reference response bi-grams, we add it to a new list called
”incorrectBigrams”. On the other hand, if a correct user re-
sponse includes a bi-gram that is found in ”incorrectBigrams”
list, we remove it from the list. Indeed, not all bi-gram tokens
in the ”incorrectBigrams” list cause a linguistic errors because
the student may correct his response. For example, the student
response ”can I pay with credit card ah post card sorry” is clas-
sified as correct and it has ”card sorry” bi-gram which is not
exist in any reference response.

Genetic algorithm was used as an optimization technique to
refine the ”incorrectBigrams” list. Formally, let Bi=[BI1, . . .
,BIm] represents all bi-grams in ”incorrectBigrams” list, where
m is the number of bi-gram tokens in the list. The chromosome
modeled as binary list [C1, . . . ,Cm]. In this representa-

tion, the gene Ci equals zero if removing the bi-gram BIi leads
to increase the D score of training examples. Otherwise, Ci

equals one. To compute the D score of 6698 training examples,
the weights W1 to W9, and thresholds (JACTH , NEDTH and
COSTH ) were fixed and computed as described in section 3.5.
Two point crossover operators were used. For mutation, we flip
the value of a randomly chosen gene in the chromosome. The
crossover probability and mutation probability were set to 0.7
and 0.3 respectively. The algorithm was executed for 1000 gen-
eration with population size equal 100. To add the refined list in
the judgment procedure, the student response is rejected when
at least two recognized texts contain a bi-gram in the refined
list.

4. Results and discussion
In this section, we present the results of our three systems: sys-
tem1 which uses baseline ASR and applies the basic rules that
descried in section 3.4 (system1 in table2), system2 which ap-
plies the fusion technique described in section 3.5 (system2 in
table 2) and system3 which adds the ”incorrect bigrams” list de-
scribed in section 3.6 (system3 in table 2). The second edition
of the CALL shared task had 18 submissions. The performance
of our proposed systems is reported in table 2 with a compari-
son with the best 5 results. All results were evaluated using the
2018 test data which was released in Feb. 2018.

Table 2: Results of the three proposed systems, where IRej =re-
jections on incorrect responses and CRej=rejections on correct
responses.

System IRej CRej D score

Baseline 0.777 0.145 5.343
System1 0.673 0.111 6.079
III 0.364 0.033 10.909
GGG 0.381 0.033 11.424
KKK 0.399 0.033 11.965
System2 0.26 0.02 12.12
HHH 0.342 0.025 13.492
System3 0.33 0.02 14.41
LLL 0.305 0.016 19.088

As shown in the table 2, the performance of system2 is im-
proved to 12.12 (D score) compared to 6.08 of the system1.
This is because of the fusion weights (W1 to W9) and thresh-
olds (JACTH , NEDTH and COSTH ) optimization with the
genetic algorithm. Also, the results show the improvement (D
score of 14.41) when adding the refined list of incorrect bi-
grams to system2. As expected, this list did not affect the rejec-
tions on correct responses (CRej), but it improved the D score
by increasing IRej (rejections on incorrect responses).

5. Conclusions
In this paper, an optimization-based approaches to assess the
English spoken responses released by the 2018 CALL shared
task. Three English ASRs were used in the proposed systems.
They were fused together, where the fusion weights were tuned
using the genetic algorithm. A list of bi-gram tokens was ex-
tracted from grammatically incorrect responses and then refined
using the genetic algorithm. The best performance of 14.4 (D
score) was achieved by the fused system and the optimized set
of incorrect bi-grams.
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